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Seniors savor final events at Cedarville College
Jennifer Wish art
Contributing- Writer

The time has come for many
seniors to bid farew ell to
Cedarville College. But before
they say, “Adieu,” they have a
few special events to attend.
On May 15, seniors attended
the Parking Lot Party at the Ath
letic Center where they took care
of signing up for future senior
events, receiving their Parent’s
Night and graduation tickets,
and receiving their caps and
gowns. They also could talk
with Jostens about purchasing a
class ring. A final stop was the
Alumni Office table to make
sure the Alumni staff had the
most current information about
each graduate.
The event began at 8:30 p.m.
and included a pig roast. Assis
tant Director of Campus Activi
ties Jeff Beste said, “In the past,
the Parking Lot Party has just
been a lot of standing in line; the
seniors weren’t enjoying it. This
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Cedars editors Nate Jenkins, Carol Marks, Peter Bednarek, Brandon Perkins, Gudrun Olson, and Aaron Warriner. Photo by J Smith

year, we wanted to make it more
party-ish.”
The next big function is the
senior reception at the Dixons on
Sunday, May 21. Beste said,
“It’s something that the Dixons
started, but as the College has
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grown and the classes have in
creased in number, it’s become
a part of the CAO.”
Beste was talking with Dr.
Dixon recently and said that he
showed a lot of excitement about
the upcoming reception. Beste
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said, “If the entire senior class
can be there, then he wants them
there.”
The senior reception involves
three one-hour time slots so that
all the seniors do not arrive at the
same time. Van shuttles will be

leaving from the Post Office to
take students to the reception.
Beste said, “We really don’t
want the students driving be
cause there isn’t any place for
them to park.”
Following the senior recep
tion is the Senior Chapel on
Thursday, May 25. Students
will plan, lead, and perform this
event, which has been a
Cedarville College tradition for
several years. Seniors Kelsey
Perkins and Grady Peeler are in
charge of the Class of 2000’s
program and have been plan
ning for the chapel since win
ter.
Perkins said, “We are excited
about the chapel this year. The
theme is ‘God is Good,’ which
goes along with our class song.
We really want to focus on
God’s goodness capitalizing on
the fact that we are seniors get
ting ready to graduate [the]
week after next.”
Other seniors involved in the
2000 Senior Chapel are Nikki
continued on page 2
-------------------
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Gromacki, Halsey, Rickard, Entner “2000 grads
Sherri Ross
and Tim Mohler
Contributing- Writers

Cedarville will make the tran
sition into the 21st century as a
university, but it must take that
first step without some very spe
cial people. This year, Cedar
ville College will be losing four
faculty and staff members to re
tirement.
Dr. Robert G. Gromacki has
been at Cedarville College since
1960. Bom and raised in Erie,
PA, he received his bachelor’s
degree from Baptist Bible Semi
nary—then located in Johnson
City, NY—in 1956. While com
pleting his secondary education,
he married his wife, Gloria, in

1954. He went on to complete a
master’s degree at Dallas Theo
logical Seminary and a theologi
cal doctorate from Grace Theo
logical Seminary.
While at Cedarville, he served
as golf coach and received sev
eral awards: the Faculty Mem
ber of the Year Award (1975
76), the Distinguished Educator
Award from the Alumni Asso
ciation, and the Honorary Alum
nus of the Year. He currently
pastors Grace Community Bap
tist Church in W ashington
Courthouse. Prior to that, he
served as interim pastor at sev
eral churches.
When asked what brought him
to Cedarville, Gromacki said,
“Cedarville is a wonderful place
to serve the Lord and the stu

dents. I never sensed God’s di
rection to move, although I’ve
had plenty of opportunities to do
so. But I don’t believe in change
just for the sake o f change. I
have the freedom to preach,
teach, and write, not to mention
the wonderful working relation
ship I’ve enjoyed with the fac
ulty and my superiors. I felt as
though I was getting a broaden
ing experience right here at
Cedarville, and I think that stay
ing in one setting gives stability
to the institution and helps to
build traditions over time, as
well as a basis to build a sound
ministry off of. It’s been great
to be part of the growth of this
institution. There were only a
few hundred students here back
in the ‘60s. My convictions have

always coincided with the
school’s and I ’ve been very
blessed by God’s grace to have
had such a wonderful community
to raise a family in.”
Gromacki and his wife have
two children, both graduates of
Cedarville College, and six
grandchildren. He has written
several books, including New
Testament Survey. His most re
cent work, The Holy Spirit, is a
member o f the 30-volume
Swindoll Leadership Series. He
has spoken in various churches,
schools, and conferences.
Gromacki explained how and
when he received his calling to
preach. He said, “Well, I was not
raised in a Christian home. I had
received an Alumni Association
scholarship to Yale and origi
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nally wanted to go into chemis
try. It was at a Sunday night
youth rally that I felt God call
ing me into the ministry, so I
rejected the scholarship and
went to Baptist Bible Seminary.
Since then I’ve always main
tained a burden to preach and
teach the Word of God.”
After retiring from full-time
teaching at Cedarville, he plans
to work in a new program that
involves a two-year cycle of
teaching and mentoring incom
ing faculty in understanding
theology. He plans to write
three 200-page commentaries
within the next three years on
II Timothy, Colossians, and I
Peter for Kregel Publishing
Companyc o n tin u e d o n p a g e 4
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J/S weekend to add a m em ory to the scrapbook
Tonight’s Junior/Senior ban
quet will provide an opportunity
for seniors to experience a night
that will “last as long as they re
member.” Beginning at 6:00
p.m. on May 19, approximately
720 students will gather for an
evening in Cincinnati’s The
Netherlands Omni Hotel.
The evening will open with a
senior reception, which will pre
cede an elegant dinner. After a
brief intermission, the evening’s
entertainment, a concert by con
tem porary Christian singer
Natalie Grant-, will begin. The
banquet will come to a close
with a tribute to the senior class.
During this tribute, junior Ben
Mohler will present hundreds of
pictures of the senior class, all
set to music.
As simplistic as this event
sounds, for more than a year se
lect juniors have been planning
this weekend’s J/S banquet.
Meeting for the first time before
Spring Break of last year, the

Junior/Senior committee has met
on a weekly basis to plan.
Yet the banquet will be well
worth the time and effort accord
ing to junior Joe Mulvaney, who
shared the responsibility of plan
ning the evening’s entertain
ment. “It’s going to be a great
night in honor of the seniors,”
Mulvaney said.

Mulvaney and junior Matt
Noll, both in charge of enter
tainment, agree that Grant will
be a great addition to the
evening’s events.
Not only do they believe that
she will fit J/S’s formal setting,
they also believe that all those
who attend will enjoy her mu
sic.

For two years Grant sang with
the group Truth, but in Jan. of
last year she decided to go solo.
Since she made this decision, her
popularity has grown. Through
out the spring of ’99 she opened
for Sierra, and last summer she
toured with Greg Long.
Noll said, “[Grant’s music is]
inspirational, encouraging, fresh,
and new.” Found under the con
temporary Christian music sec
tion in Christian bookstores, her
music is stylistically similar to
Point of Grace.
The largest difference is that
she sings only to her husband’s
piano accompaniment - she has
no other backup.
The entertainment committee
originally looked at Christal
Lewis, Chris Rice, and Natalie
Grant as possible candidates for
the evening. High prices and pre
viously scheduled events elimi
nated the former two. Grant’s
manager and agent, however,
were both more than willing to
accommodate the entertainment
com m ittee’s inquiries. As it
turned out, the committee did

anything but settle for Grant.
“We are looking forward to
Natalie Grant’s setting a tone
that will be remembered by all,”
Noll said.
Banquet attendees will re
member that tone not only dur
ing the actual J/S, but through
out the rest of the weekend as
well.
Many students have plans to
spend the weekend enjoying
what Cincinnati has to offer.
Senior Kimberly Ketterer is
looking forward to the time with
her friends. “J/S is a special oc
casion and more so with [my]
group of friends,” Ketterer said.
She and her friends plan to spend
Friday night in the Cincinnati
area. On Saturday, they plan to
go canoeing and enjoy a picnic
together.
No matter what juniors and
seniors plan to do before or af
ter the J/S banquet, it promises
to be a memorable occasion.
Friends will be able to enjoy
quality time together, time that
is quickly coming to a close as
graduation approaches.

Seniors floating to graduation, diplomas, rest of life
c o n tin u e d f r o m p a g e 1_______

Thomas, Josh Frondutti, Jason
Tovey, and James Metsger.
On Saturday, May 27, the se
nior class will head to King’s
Island and Cincinnati for a day
of fun in the sun as part of their
Senior Day 2000. Senior Andrea
Endicott, Chair of the event, be
gan formulating ideas and con
tacting people during Winter
Quarter.
Endicott said, “The senior
class officers asked me to chair
this event. Apparently they were
looking for a senior with noth
ing to do. Rumor has it that my
only goal in life this quarter, now
that my senior research project
is done, is to wander around
campus and annoy the rest of the
students that still have work tq
do. I think the fact that I con
vinced over 120 people to go to
a rodeo in January had some
thing to do with my reputation
for planning events on campus
as well.”

Senior Day has been a tradi
tion for years, but the goal re
mains the same: to give seniors
the chance to enjoy one last event
together before June 3.
Endicott said, “Senior Day is
an event at the end of the year
where seniors can come together
to spend a fun, enjoyable, and
special evening together one last
time. Senior Day provides one
last opportunity for all of us to
be together as a class without the
added distractions of so many
other people. It is an opportunity
to celebrate, remember, and en
joy each other’s company one
last time.”
Senior Day centers on the
Riverboat cruise in Cincinnati.
During the day, students can go
to King’s Island, but the tickets
are not for sale on campus. Se
niors who order tickets for the
cruise will automatically receive
coupons for King’s Island. These
coupons are redeemable at the
King’s Island entrance.

The Riverboat cruise will be
gin boarding at 6:30 p.m. and
the boat will leave promptly at
7:00 p.m. The cruise will last
three hours and will take the
group for a tour through the city.
Seniors will eat dinner on the
boat, and there will be a live
band, trivia, and contests.
Endicott said, “Once ticket
sales close there will be no more
opportunities to buy tickets. We
must give a final count to the
cruise line, so there will not be
tickets on sale at the boat dock.”
Parent’s Night takes place in
the DMC on June 2, the evening
before graduation. Senior Joel
Schenk put together a planning
committee. Typically, Senior
Chapel and Parent’s Night have
been similar programs, but not
this year. They are two entirely
different committees with dif
ferent ideas and themes.
Schenk said, “We want to fo
cus on three different areas for
this program. We want to thank

Cedarville, thank our parents,
and thank God. We are includ
ing w orship, sketches, and
Scripture reading throughout,
along with videos and pictures.
We are also trying to keep in
mind that there will be unsaved
parents in the audience.” Other
seniors involved in Parent’s
Night are Dave Fourman, Jen
nifer Cobb, Jonathan Winn, and
Jennifer Wishart.

Graduation, at 10:00 a.m. on
June 3, culminates the Cedar
ville College experience. After
all of the banquets, parties, chap
els, and programs are done, se
niors anticipate walking across
the James T. Jeremiah stage for
the last time.
Senior Cindy Congdon said,
“I can’t wait to graduate. It’s a
bittersweet feeling, but I know
I’m ready. It’s time to move on.’
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Card breaks the CCM mold, explores unique style
Grayden Schafer
Staff Writer

Recently Cedarville College
hosted an evening concert for
one of Christian music’s veteran
artists: Michael Card. Card pre
sented a variety of music styles
and played a number of instru
ments during the two-hour con
cert.
The singer-songwriter dis
played a humble attitude, mixed
with sincerity and gentle humor,
to present the gospel message to
the public. Card strives in his
personal life to be C h rist’s
humble servant and was eager to
share his convictions during a
short break from the concert set
up.
Card has been a mainstay in
the Christian music scene since
the early ‘80s. His first album,
comprised largely of children’s
lullabies, arrived on the record
shelves in 1981. Since then his
career has branched out to com
bine meaningful lyrics with a
variety of instruments and mu
sical styles. He has had a string
of hit songs, including “Jesus is

M ichael Card wowed the crowd on Parent’s Weekend. P hoto by B. Pearson

Our Jubilee” and “The New
Jerusalem,” and has written sev
eral devotional books as well.
Yet success has not changed
Card. He keeps his songs simple
and straightforward. “I guess my
music really doesn’t have a
niche,” he said. “There’s no cat
egory where my music fits. My
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main goal is to just give acous
tic-based Scripture lessons.
There’s no Dove Award for
that.”
Card said that since his mu
sic is hard to categorize, he feels
no confining pressure when
penning a song. Consequently,
he has experimented with a va
riety of musical styles, from
Ilullabies to Celtic melodies.
“I think that different subjects
(call for different types of mu
sic,” he said. “The message of
the lyrics should determine the
style o f music in which it’s

TH E
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played.” However, he is quick to
point out that he was doing Celtic
music before it became a trend.
“I think that somebody dared me
to do it,” he said.
Card gained exposure to a
wide variety of music styles
while growing up in Nashville,
Tenn. Everyone in his family
was a musician. His mother was
a classical violinist, his father
played jazz, his brother per
formed bluegrass, and his sister
was a classical organist.
“The only problem ,” Card
said, “was that no one really
liked anyone else’s music. They
would each have their own cor
ner of the house to practice.”
Card eventually found his
niche by combining folk music
with Christian lyrics. He contin
ued to hone his musical abilities
in college. “College was where
it really happened,” he said. “I
played everywhere: at churches,
in clubs, in dorms. I really started
to take music seriously in col
lege.”
Card then entered the profes
sional music scene and his career
progressed from there. However,
Card holds a very skeptical atti
tude toward the contemporary
Christian music scene. “The truth
is that I ju st don’t listen to
[Christian music]. It’s taken on
the status of an industry and has
changed its values and morals.”

Y o u c an o rd e r
an y c h a p e l
m essage!
S im p ly s to p b y th e
C D R o ffic e in th e P .O .
to p la c e y o u r o rd e r.
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5X10,10X10,10X20
BOR INFORMATION CALL
(937)766-9780
OW NED AND OPERATED BY
SCOTT AND BETTY JEAN BALDWIN

. Card is cautious about CCM
primarily because he feels it
does not take into account an
individual’s spiritual call to mu
sic. Instead, he thinks that Chris
tian music has become profitmotivated. “When a new sound
or style does come out, the in
dustry just mimics it. Quality
doesn’t matter. As long as it
sells, they give it unqualified ac
ceptance,” he said.
Card believes that it takes
more than just good music to
stand apart from this mentality.
He feels that his ministry on the
road is also important. Card and
his crew strive to set positive,
Godly examples. “It’s not just
the concerts, it’s how we deal
with people at the truck stops,
the gas stations, everywhere we
go,” Card said.
It is this sense of the Christian
community that drives Card’s
ministry. Card feels that commu
nity is the opposite of industry.
He defines community as the
ability to work and intermingle
with people who know, love,
and support others. “My advice
to someone trying to start in the
music world today is to invest
yourself in the community; get
involved in people’s lives,” Card
said.
Card will not be slowing down
in the future. He has just com
pleted a book entitled A Violent
Grace. In it, he focuses on the
brutality of the cross and the
mysteries surrounding Christ’s
death.
He has also just finished re
cording the tracks for his latest
album, Soul Anchor. Card de
scribes this new venture as a
musical journey through the
book of Hebrews. “It’s really
about hope,” he said. “I think
that the songs on it are more up
beat than others that I have
done.”
Card related that he always
enjoys returning to Cedarville
College. His advice for college
students is: “Remember that
your studies are an act of wor
ship. Everything, from school
work to activities, should be
done in obedience and praise to
God.”
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Four faculty/staff members receive rocking chairs
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“I ’m not going into retire
ment, ju st into transition,”
Gromacki said. “I will never re
tire from the ministry. I am just
changing focus. But I am what
I am by the grace of God. To
him be the glory.”
Dr. Joseph G. Halsey has been
at Cedarville College since
1970. He grew up on a five-acre
tobacco farm in Kentucky and
graduated from Brethren
County High School in 1958 be
fore he turned 16. He attended
a junior college for two years
before serving with the Army.
After he completed his con
tract, he was able to afford a car
and use his GI bill to fund two
years of tuition at Moorehead
State University where he ma
jored in education. It was there
that he met his future wife and
became a Christian while at
tending church with her. Prior
to coming to Cedarville, the
Halseys both taught in the
Middletown, OH, public school
system. During that time, he at
tended night school at Xavier
U niversity and earned his
master’s degree in education.
After hearing about Cedar
ville from a friend, Halsey went
in for an interview and was im
mediately hired. He accepted
the job despite a significant re
duction in salary. He attended
the University of Cincinnati to
complete his doctorate while
still teaching classes and raising
a family of three children.
Halsey created both a pre-law
and a political science major
which have regularly produced
students that score in the top
third of their class. According to
Chair of the Department of So
cial Sciences and History Dr. J.
Murray Murdoch, “He has never
stopped growing. His classes are
better then they’ve ever been.”
In his 30 years of teaching, he
has inspired his students with his
work ethic and his desire for ex
cellence. Halsey demonstrates
his personal interest in students
through his interaction with
them. He feels that it is his re
sponsibility to see that they do
well, and when they fail, he be
lieves that some of the failure is
attributable to him as well.
After retiring, Halsey plans to
move to Amelia, OH, where he

Mrs. Sandra Entner

Dean Don Rickard

currently serves as a full-time
pastor at Lindale Baptist Church.
During his years at Cedarville he
had served as interim pastor at
eight different churches. He is
anticipating being able to com
mit the greater part of his day to
studying God’s Word.
A $500 scholarship has been
established in Halsey’s name.
Michael Ferrigno received the
award in chapel on Honors Day.
Dean Donald W. Rickard has
served at Cedarville since 1970.
Bom in Toledo, OH, he received
his bachelor’s degree from Cen
tral State University in 1963 and
completed his master’s degree as
a married student in 1966 at East
Michigan University. He has
been a grand marshal o f the
Homecoming parade and Vice
President of the Association for
Christian Deans and Student
Development. He received a
dedication from the Cedarville
College yearbook in 1972 and
has had a scholarship established
in his honor. Prior to coming to
Cedarville, he worked with Stu
dent Services in the Administra
tive Department at East Michi
gan University.
When asked how he became
interested in administration,
Rickard said; “Well, I worked
with engineers in forecast and
sales studies, and I found that I
preferred a people-oriented ca
reer. When I had completed the
graduate program, I was able to
get a graduate assistantship at
East Michigan University in the
administration of financial aid. I
had originally planned to work
in a high school as a guidance
counselor or something of that
sort, but as I started advising

graduate students about their
schedules, I found that I really
like working with college stu
dents. My first full-time position
was in administration, and I’ve
been in this field ever since.”
Rickard first visited the cam
pus with Dr. James Jeremiah in
1953, before the College was
even in session. “Along with my
brother, Dr. Jeremiah greatly
influenced my interest and
awareness of the college. That’s
how I found out about the posi
tion opening in administration
in 1970.”
“This college has had a tre
mendous impact on my family.
A lot of my family members
graduated from Cedarville.
What’s meant the most to me as
far as my experience here is be
ing able to work with the stu
dents. It’s been a real privilege
to be a part of an institution that
God has obviously blessed over
the years. I feel that an institu
tion needs the stability and in
fluence of faculty and staff
members with long tenure. It
preserves the heritage and gives
continuity. We have been
blessed with longevity here be
cause the faculty simply wants
to be a part o f this place.
They’re able to see it not just as
a job, but they also see the
broader spectrum of the minis
try effort here. But at the same
time, it also needs newcomers
to bring new ideas and energy,
and keep up the progress.
Cedarville College is what it is
today because of both of these
aspects,” he said.
After retiring, Rickard plans
to work with Dave Ormsbee,
Vice President for Enrollment

Management, and travel part
time for the College, introduc
ing Christian Day Schools,
churches, and parents to the col
lege. He will inform them about
financial aid and advise them on
planning for and choosing a col
lege. He declared it a joy to
transfer his leadership position
to Carl Ruby. “It’s time for
change in this institution. It’s the
way God moves us ahead. It’s
time to pass the baton to a new
man. Personally, there are things
that I will miss, but I am ready
to go. I have no qualms whatso
ever, and I am leaving very
pleased with the process.”
Counselor Sandra Millikin
Entner has been a Cedarville
College staff member for 20
years. She was bom and raised
in Kalkaska, MI, and graduated
from Cedarville in 1959. Prior to
coming to C edarville, she
worked at Hurley Hospital in
Flint, MI; Family Services in
Coming, NY; and Children Ser
vices in Dayton, OH. She went
on to complete her master’s de
gree at the University of Dayton
in 1982.
Entner came to Cedarville as
an adjunct instructor for the de
partment of Social Sciences and
History in 1979. She became
Director of Counseling in 1984
after doing her practicum and
internship for her master’s de
gree in the Counseling Services
Office under the supervision of
Dr. Martin Clark. She is a li
censed professional counselor
for the state of Ohio and a Na
tional Certified Counselor for
the National Board of Certified
Counselors.
In 1985, she received the Dis
tinguished Service Award from
the Alumni Council, and in 1987
received the Distinctive Service
Award from the students. She
has also served on the Cedarville
College Alumni Council for a
number of years. She was Presi
dent o f the Women’s Fellow
ship, a member of President’s
Associates, advisor of ADO, a
member of the Fit to be Tied
Committee, and chairperson of
the Who’s Who Committee.
When asked about her experi
ence at Cedarville, she said, “It’s
been a real joy to work at
Cedarville because of the people

and the students. It’s great to see
God’s hand of blessing working
here. The biggest influence for
counseling was my mother.
When I began teaching Bible
studies, I found that people
wanted someone to get advice
from and talk about problems
with. It just always felt natural
to me, even long before I was
trained. What I believe I’ve been
able to do for the students is help
them to realize that they are each
unique, and that God has a place
for them and that he wants to
bless their lives. He wants us to
capitalize on our strengths and
not focus so much on our weak
nesses. Helping them under
stand who they are is a very re
warding experience.”
When asked what brought her
to Cedarville, Entner recounted
the circum stances. “ Well I
taught developmental English at
Wright State University, and it
was there that I discovered my
love for teaching. At a basket
ball game, Dr. Murdoch asked
me if I wanted to teach. About a
week before I was to begin
teaching, I received a call ask
ing for a confirmation and I just
felt like the Lord was telling me
to take this opportunity.”
Currently, during summers,
Entner helps train teachers go
ing overseas using the MyersBriggs test with the Association
for Christian Schools Interna
tional, and this past fall, she ac
cepted an invitation to Taiwan
to work with Morrison Acad
emy.
After retiring, she plans to
continue to work with the
Myers-Briggs test at Cedarville,
conduct some workshops at
Christian organizations dealing
with the Myers-Briggs, speak at
women’s groups, write, catch up
on all the things she has put off
for 20 years, and spend more
time with her children and
grandchildren.
The Cedarville College cam
pus will not be the same when
classes resume this fall without
these four extraordinary faculty
and staff members.
However, their influence will
continue to affect the faculty,
staff, and the students as
Cedarville progresses into the
21st century.
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Locals and students
learn to save photos
Carol Marks
Sweeeeeet!!

Since college is a place most
people associate with making
memories, it was a great spot to
celebrate the recent National
Scrapbook Day. On Saturday,
May 6, students and towns
people could attend a workshop
in the Technology Resource
Center (APP) to learn how to
preserve photos for generations
to come.
Consultants Christy Brock,
Kerry Gwaltney, April Hand,
April Isaacs, Mary Pacer, and
Jennifer Rice organized the
event.
Participants could come for
the morning session (9:00 a.m.
to 1:00 p.m.), the afternoon ses
sion (1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.), or
both.
Brock explained the work
shops. She said, “The morning
was on Family H eritage.”
Gwaltney’s sister Kim Ahlgrim
taught attendees how to trace
their geneology and incorporate
it into an album.
During the afternoon, consult
ants taught attendees how to
start and end their albums. Be
ginners could leam how to pre
serve their photos in both ses
sions. In addition to providing
on-the-spot help to participants,
the consultants prepared
samples of their scrapbooks.
“We all went together. We
had displays with different al
bums,” Brock said. They also
showed a slide presentation that
included quotes about creative
memories.
The consultants had scrap
book tools at the workshop for
participants to use on whatever
scrapbook materials they had
brought. Participants could
work on any theme. “There
were some people working on
w edding albums and some
working on albums for their
kids,” Brock said.

Creative Memories provides
scrapbooking products that will
prevent photos from turning yel
low. “All of the products are
acid-free and lignin-free. Both
of these things speed up the de
teriorating o f your photos,”
Brock said. Creative Memories
also offers buffered paper that
keeps ink from running. The
company has patented a circleand oval-cutting system that
gives framing options.
Brock explained that even
though people could buy a photo
album from a local grocery
store, the “generic” scrapbook
products will not necessarily
prevent photos from deteriorat
ing. “There really aren’t stan
dards for scrapbooking right
now,” Brock said. She pointed
out that a company could adver
tise their product as “photo-safe”
even though it is not acid-free
or lignin-free. Creative Memo
ries, however, offers what Brock
considers to be only the best
scrapbook products. “All of our
products are top-of-the-line,”
she said.
Two homemakers founded the
company that is Creative Memo
ries. “They started on their own.
They’ve just developed it and
gathered more and more con
sultants,” Brock said. She also
explained what it means to be a
consultant. “It means that I teach
classes on how to use our prod
uct and why our product is good
for photos. If you already know
about our product, you can or
der through me,” she said.
Brock got her start in the busi
ness five months ago when she
attended a class in creative
memories. “I thought it would be
a good thing to start now so
when I have a family I can con
tinue to do creative memories
and continue to be a source of
income without being away
from home,” she said.
Gwaltney appreciated the as
pect of commmunity evident at
National Scrapbook Day.
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Cedar Faces
R ussell B ryant
Cook
Date and place of birth: Dec. 5, 1959,
in Clark County, Ohio.
Have you always lived in Ohio? Yes,
except for when I spent a sabbatical
abroad in Kentucky to experience
another culture.
How long have you worked at
Cedarville College? About five years
now.
What is the most positive aspect about
working in the college food service? I
really think that by doing these everyday
menial tasks of just putting a meal on the
table and working in the kitchen I am
helping to advance the kingdom of God.
How is God using you in your current
position? I am literally feeding the body
of Christ. Every kitchen needs a light
touch and I like to work as a peacemaker
and keep things flowing. It’s also
reciprocal—this place shapes me.
How did you meet your wife? We were
both working in the food service at
Wittenburg University.
How many children do you have? I
have one boy, Derek, who is 18 years old.
Do you have any domesticated wildlife
living in your home? We have a black
cat named Hershey. He helps us to
organize our lives.
What is your favorite thing to concoct
in the kitchen? I really enjoy making the
vegetarjan entrees. It’s a challenge to
make things taste good without meat.
Do you cook while at home? I’ve been a
cook for 20 years now, and I try not to
cook at home except for on holidays.
They know me by name at Wendy’s.

Do you have any hobbies? I play the tin
whistle. I picked it up about six years
ago—I’m of Irish decent, so it fell right in.
What is the most outrageous thing you
have ever done? Camping for five weeks
straight all over Ohio with no break. I think
that it was temporary insanity.
What was the best moment of your life?
Last summer I had a moment when I was
praying where I suddenly just realized how
much God has a desire to bless his children
and glorify the earth. I had a direct
experience where I just knew God was that
good.
What one thing have you done that .
brings you the most satisfaction? We
had a girl come that wanted to be a chef.
Over the course of a year I was able to
teach her a lot of things. It was a
vindication for me and makes what I do
seem worthwhile.
What are your goals for the future? First
and most importantly, if there is a “secret”
to personal holiness I want to find it;
second, I’d like to leam to play the guitar;
third, I would like to be fluent in Spanish,
and fourth I would like to be a
beekeeper—possibly after retirement.
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Class Clash proves to be good rivalry gone bad
Kimberly Eridon
Staff Writer

Friendly rivalry and perhaps
some bending of the rules usu
ally characterize the Class Clash.
This year, however, several in
cidents o f cheating severely
dented the good-natured compe
tition of the event.
Sophomore Jeremy Bouma
said, “It must be said that all in
all, most people did not cheat
and had a great time. But it was
the few who ruined it for the rest.
For that I am disappointed.”
The cheating in question oc
curred during the first event of
the Clash, Capture the Flag,
which took place Thursday
Setnors Kim Ketterer and Sarah Thomas contributed to the senior class' second place finish. Photo by B. Perkins
night, May 11.
Despite incidents of cheating come out and play against the ultimate Frisbee. Greg Roth lost
All four teams cheated by rip
and sometimes overly competi other classes, ' she said.
a leg on a play, but he sacrificed
ping their white flags—which
tive spirits, the Clash also
himself
for the team. We lost big
Sophomore
Ben
Skurdal,
who
allowed them to participate in
brought to light at least one story participated in Capture the Flag, time at Ultimate Frisbee, but we
the game—in half after some of
o f true dedication. Senior Inline Skating, and Ultimate enjoyed beating the freshmen.
their teammates’ flags were sto
Rachelle Paquin participated in Frisbee, did not mind coming in We were all over them like a
len. By ripping the white flags,
four events due to the shortage fourth in the Ultimate Frisbee donkey eating a waffle,” Skurdal
thev could keen playing with a
c a n m r n a r t ip m a n t c
said.
t m i m n m p n t f ip .r a n s p t h e r e w a s
■full team. However, that was not
Paquin’s first event was the some drama involved.
Skurdal also noticed the inten
the only cheating in the event.
Mud Tug, where the seniors tied
sity
of some of the other com
“Paul
Anderson
played
de
“The seniors were penalized
for second. Right after that, she fense with his forehead during petitors. “I did not appreciate the
5,000 points for having a colored
headed over to the loop in front
flag (the flag they were supposed
of the DMC for the Inline Skat
to hide) on the bookstore roof,” ing Relay.
Bouma said. “At the beginning
There was only one problem
they were all told that no flags
with the relay: she was the only
could be hidden in buildings.”
member of her relay team, a fac
“Three people were caught on tor that barely phased her. She
Capture the Flag
Inline Skating Relay
the freshman team playing with did all 10 laps herself and won.
Seniors - first
Girls:
Juniors - second
out white flags. The first time it
Seniors
- first
“I started to get weak on the
Sophomore - third
was a warning, the second time last two laps, but I’m a stubborn
Sophomores - second
Freshmen - fourth
I deducted 5,000 points from the person and I couldn’t let anyone
Juniors - third
score, but the last time I disquali by me. When it was over, I al
Freshmen - fourth
Sand Volleyball
fied them all together. The fresh most collapsed. I was thankful
Boys:
Seniors - 3 wins
Juniors - first
men got 0 points for Capture the to finish without passing out,”
Juniors - 3 wins
Sophomores - second
Flag,” Bouma said.
she said.
Freshman - 2 wins
Seniors - third
The freshman men also
First place is not surprising
Sophomores - 0 wins
Freshmen
- fourth
cheated in the canoe relay and considering the fact that Paquin
were disqualified.
is a dedicated roller blader. “I
Mud Tug
Co-ed Ultimate Frisbee
Cheating was not the only love roller blading,” Paquin said.
Freshmen - 4 wins
Juniors - first
thing that characterized this “So I was really excited that they
Seniors - 3 wins
Seniors
- second
year’s Class Clash. Some people had this event this year. I am not
Sophomores - 3 wins
Freshmen
- third
noticed that the friendly spirit of used to going around in circles
Juniors - 2 wins
Sophomores - fourth
com petition was sometimes for long periods of time. I usu
lacking.
ally roller blade to Xenia and
Sophomore Steve Snavely back on the weekends, which
said, “We were out there to have can be up to 20 miles.”
fun, not like some of the other
After the relay, Paquin headed
FINAL RESULTS:
people. I think that Class Clash to compete in softball and ulti
should be just a fun time to get mate Frisbee.
1st 522.000
Juniors
to know people. I don’t think
2nd 467.000
Paquin was disappointed that
Seniors
that people need to take it so se the seniors had such a poor
3rd 290.000
Freshmen
riously. I mean, come on, some showing in numbers, but she
4th 269.000
Sophomores
people were almost as serious as enjoyed the Class Clash anyway'.
they are for intramural sports.” “I love having the opportunity to

lack of character a few students
displayed during Capture the
Flag,” he said. “Competition is
great until people become ob
noxious. It’s amazing how com
petition can display a person’s
character. The sophomore class
did well at playing fairly. We
also did well accepting defeat
during Ultimate Frisbee,” he
said.
This is the second year that the
sophomores have come in fourth
place. “We are making it a
legacy,” Skurdal said.
Mike Dorsey, the Senior Class
President, enjoyed planning the
event. “I was really blessed with
the committee comprised of
class officers and a few others
who really helped get Class
Clash up,” Dorsey said.
He continued by saying,
“Kandace Kenyon was respon
sible for the games, Christy
Abbs was in charge of the bon
fire, Bob Lutz got the design for
the t-shirt, and Matt Pedersen
and Mike Coffey handled PR.
Jeremy Bouma and Brian Neises
also offered their help on odd
jobs.”

Class Clash Results
Canoe Relay

Girls:
Juniors - first
Seniors - second
Sophomores - third
Freshmen - fourth
Boys:
Seniors - first
Juniors - second
Sophomores - third
Freshmen - disqualified
Coed Softball
Freshmen - first
Seniors - second
Juniors - third
Sophomores - fourth
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Jim m y adjusts to the convenience o f the SLC
Charlie Shifflett
Staff Writer

At just a skip, a hop, and a
short after-chapel trot beyond
the Dixon Ministry Center, the
Student Life Center (SLC) will
welcome students this coming
fall with increased convenience
and open doors.
Those who toured the unfin
ished SLC on Parent’s Week
end tasted a little bit of the ex
citement that will pervade the
campus when students return
from summer break in Sept.
Upon the students’ arrival, the
gray, cement floors will have
tile and carpet. Couches, chairs,
and tables will replace the
mounds of building materials
and plastic wrap. Even the new
stainless steel cooking equip
ment will have been christened
with grease and ready to go.
Now imagine for a few mo
ments how the $21 million SLC
will revolutionize a typical busy
“day in the life” of a Cedarville
U niversity student—named
Jimmy.
On Tuesday morning, Jimmy
arrives at the new dining facil
ity students lovingly call
Chuck’s just in time to catch the
tail end of hot breakfast, a feat
he will only do three times this
entire quarter. He downs the
scram bled eggs and hash
browns quickly and heads to his
8:00 a.m. class in the DMC.
Before he exits the SLC,
though, he drops by the infor
mation booth staffed by the
Campus Activities Office and
buys two tickets—one for him
and one for a special “her”—to
the upcoming CAB-sponsored
concert. Last year he would
have had to hike all the way
over to the second floor of the
Athletic Center; this year, the
CAO and its new information
booth are located in the SLC.
After his 8:00 a.m. class,
Jimmy decides to sit in the
chapel and do some reading for
his God and History class. He
throws a few hymnals on the
pew to save some seats for his
buddies and awaits the “dim
ming of the lights.” Following
Dr. Dixon’s closing remarks,
the guys make their usual run
for Chuck’s—only this year, the

The $21 million Student Life Center, coming online in the tall ot this year, will dramatically
impact the quality o f student life at Cedarville University. Photo by B. Perkins

starting line is not at the main
entrance of the DMC—it is at
the building’s side entrance near
the Department of Music.
The day’s lunch does not
sound too appealing to Jimmy
and his “boys,” so they decide
to use one of their 10 replace
ment meals to eat lunch in the
Snack Shop.
After eating, they go down the
hall and make their way into the
new Post Office—an improve
ment from the old one. Each stu
dent has his own personal mail
box and an additional incomingmail-sorting station has quick
ened mail delivery. A stamp
vending machine stands in the
comer of the office, allowing
students to buy stamps any time.
Jimmy frowns as he removes
a Scan-tron test sheet from his
box (his grade will remain pri
vate) and suddenly remembers
that he needs to pick up a “box”
from the package room. Last
year he would have almost had
to pack a lunch and take a few
breaks on his way to the pack
age room located down the road
in the maintenance building. But
since the SLC has opened, the
package room “became one”
with the Post Office, providing
great convenience and less ex
ercise for students.
Jimmy glances at his watch—
only 10 minutes before his next
class. He still needs to cash his
hard-earned dishpit paycheck at

the Cashier’s Office. He realizes
that there is no way he will ever
make it to Founder’s Hall and
back in ten minutes, so he spots
an empty chair in one of the SLC
lounges and begins to make his
way to it—until he remembers
that the Cashier’s Office has
moved into the SLC as well. So,
within two minutes, Jimmy lo
cates the spacious Cashier’s Of
fice, signs his name and ID num
ber to the back of the check, and
walks out with a satisfied smile
on his face, care package in hand
and wallet full of cash—two of
the greatest feelings a college
student will ever have.
Jimmy arrives to his 12:00
p.m. class just in time. Fortu
nately, his classroom is also lo
cated in the SLC; it is one of six
new classrooms in the SLC. Af
ter struggling to stay awake all
period, he is finally freed from
the clutches of the professor’s
overtime lecture. At 12:53 p.m.,
he quickly packs up his bag to
leave.
As he is readjusting the fold
ers and notebooks in his back
pack to make room for his books,
he notices the white scholarship
application that he completed the
night before lying loosely in his
bag. The application is not due
until Friday, but he might as well
drop it off at the Financial Aid
Office—which is also located in
the SLC—while he is thinking
about it.

Jimmy walks in a little late for
his 1:00 p.m. class in Milner, yet
he is satisfied with all that he has
accomplished, thanks to the con
venience of the SLC.
After one more class at 2:00
p.m., Jimmy ambles back to his
Lawlor dorm itory room to
browse his e-mail and take a nap.
Around 6:00 p.m. that evening
he meets his girlfriend outside of
Printy, and they both walk handin-hand to Chuck’s for dinner.
He remembers last year’s some
times futile efforts to beat the
dinner rush at Chuck’s: it was
nearly impossible to find seats.
But since the SLC opened in the
fall, there have been few seat
ing problems in the new dining
room.
After a delicious dinner of
roast beef and mashed potatoes,
Jimmy and his girlfriend go
downstairs to the Student Game
Room, a rather large room hold
ing many pool, ping pong, and
foosball tables. He racks the
balls and she breaks them as they
begin to play their first of three
games of pool. The gamers ca
sually watch CNN’s nightly
news program playing on several
cable televisions spread through
out the game room. Poor Jimmy
succumbs to his competition and
loses all three games. She wants
to play him again, but he has had
enough.
They exit the SLC through the
bottom level doors and take the
long route back to their dormi
tories. (Jimmy’s still a little up
set about losing all three games
of pool.) As they walk along the
sidewalk in between the Engineering/Nursing/Science build
ing and Cedar Lake, his girl
friend finally breaks the silence
with a well-worn joke about the
goose poop that spots the white
cement. Jimmy smiles but re
mains silent as they continue
their walk through the lonely,
desolate parking lot behind
Milner.
Upon passing the old College
Center, memories from the pre
vious year flood their minds—
the first time they met “under the
clock,” the first time they so ro
mantically fed each other, and,
that infamous, clingy stench that
Jimmy still claims lingers on
some of his clothing.

They seem so long ago
•now—those memories.
In only a few months the SLC
will open its doors, and student
life will never be the same. The
convenience a SLC offers brings
many of the student’s needs to
gether—under a single roof. The
SLC will provide for the stu
dents’ hunger: the new Chuck’s
and the new Snack Shop will
feed the masses.
The SLC will also cover the
basic student entertainm ent
needs: the theater, WSRN (U
99.5), and the student game
room will entertain the masses.
The SLC will provide the stu
dent services: Admissions, Aca
demic Services, Career Ser
vices, and Counseling Services
will serve the masses. Finally,
the Post Office, the Campus
Activities Office, and the SGA
office will also offer their ser
vices to the students.
As excitement builds toward
the opening of the SLC, Leigh
Hunt, the Director of New Con
struction, is grateful for those
who have contributed and con
tinue to contribute to the
project’s development.
“The Lord has provided a spe
cial team—from Trustees right
on down to the general contrac
tor—to bring about this fantas
tic addition to the campus. I have
been in construction all my life
and have never seen [this kind
of] cooperation and consider
ation exhibited by the architects,
the contractors, and the college
administration,” he said.
By Aug. 1, this cooperative
effort by the architects, contrac
tors, and college administration
will have ended. Yet, the SLC
will not truly be “complete” un
til the students arrive in Sept,
because the facility’s purpose is
to provide convenience and
com fort to the always-busy
Cedarville University student.

Sylvan Learning Center of
Vandalia & Piqua
Accepting resumes from
dynamic, enthusiastic
teachers. Must have teacher
certification, sub
certification, or be “ in
process.” Evenings and day
hours available. $8/hour.
Amy Long @ (937)898-6686
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H om eschoolers im press H affey at tournam ent
posing team executed the cross
examination and offered a rebut
Contributing- Writer
tal. Both seemed to anticipate
Amid the excitem ent of each argument, taking notes to
Parent’s Weekend, several Ohio compose their next statement.
high school students arrived on The debate would continue for
campus for the annual Home- 1 hour and 15 minutes, consist
school Debate Tournament. ing of four constructions and
While the tournament itself was four rebuttals.
The pair’s presentation was
a fairly typical event, observers
could perceive that something the product of months of work.
unique characterized this year’s Schubert and Morris spent ev
ery Tuesday together research
participants.
Benjamin Schubert began the ing each detail of their topic.
first round with an assertive One night a week their entire
opening construction. He articu debate team met for coaching
lated his resolution: the 16th and refinement.
What makes Schubert and
Amendment to the U.S. Consti
Morris
different than many other
tution and an alternate plan
should replace federal corporate high school students is that both
are part of a growing educational
and personal income taxes.
Schubert and his partner, Am paradigm: homeschooling. The
ber Morris, listened as the op interaction and speaking skills of
Stephanie Carlton

the participants shatters the ster
eotype o f the introverted
homeschooler.
Cedarville College senior and
varsity debater Paul Gwilt has
observed two types of
homeschoolers: the introverted
and the extroverted. He said,
“The vast majority, especially
this group, have lots of interac
tion. I have noticed a unique
sense of friendship and cama
raderie, even among the com
petition.”
Gwilt was among several
Cedarville students judging the
debates with the criteria of topi
cality, solvency, workability,
and stock issues.
Senior Karen Belding said,
“Judging is really hard work
because both teams put so much
work in it, but one has to lose.”

Not only are Cedarville stu
dents involved in the event
now—a former Cedarville stu
dent started the tournament. In
1997, then senior and varsity
debater Christy Shipe ran the first
homeschool debate tournament
at Cedarville. According to the
Home School Legal Defense
Association, the tournament’s
purpose was to provide
homeschoolers with a way to
learn and use their analytical and
oratorical skills to glorify God.
C edarville Debate Coach
Deborah Haffey has been in
volved with the homeschool de
bates from the beginning, judg
ing in all rounds of the 1997 tour
nament.
After expressing surprise that
young beginners could put that
much into it and excel so quickly,

Haffey complimented the home
school debaters. “I saw round
after round of debate that com
pares well with beginning debat
ers at the college level,” she said.
She added, “I was very im
pressed with their level of poise,
with the theory that they had to
have to know what they were
supposed to do in every single
round and in every single
speech. They understood the
structure of the hour-and- 15minute [debate round]—who
was supposed to speak next and
what was supposed to happen
next. They didn’t just know
those things—they understood
them and it just seemed to flow
well the entire weekend.”
Finalists will travel to San Di
ego, CA, for the national com
petition.

Campus
band
debuts
album
D ixons prepared
leaders for future

Rodriguez, Kleis, and Zaugg Willmington. They will release
formed the band as freshmen. their new album and make it
Staff Writer
When they needed a new drum available for sale at the concert.
mer the group turned to Wyse.
Semblance has had a positive
Cedarville, not known for the
He joined the band after playing relationship with the coffee shop
bands it produces, has generated
in a band with ‘99 grads John since their first performance
Semblance, a group that has
Grapentine and Alister Baldwin there in Dec. The owner uses the
gone beyond the benches be
last year.
shop as an outreach to
tween Lawlor and Printy and
In
the
past,
Semblance
has
per
Willmington.
Harrison said,
past Beans ‘n Cream to more
formed for college activities like “[There are] not many neutral
prominent venues. The band is
Getting Started. They have also places to reach non-Christians.”
made up o f ju n io rs Kyle
played for functions on the Sec He is thankful for the opportu
Harrison, Andrew Rodriguez,
ond Floor of the Athletic Cen nity that the band has to play for
Jason Zaugg, Jon Kleis, and se
ter. Hamson, the band’s manager non-Christians. Before each
nior Mark Wyse.
and bass player, said, “It is diffi show, the band prays together
The self-titled album, Sem
cult to play in Cedarville, but it’s with the owner of the coffee
blance, considers the unique
not hard to find other places.” In shop.
ness of the Christian experience.
fact, coffeehouses and churches
The group desires to be a re
It speaks of finding Jesus as a
as far as Toledo have invited the flection of God. Harrison said
purpose for life and the Chris
band to play.
that desire gave them the inspi
tian struggle between the flesh
Semblance
will
perform
their
ration
for their name. He said,
and the spirit.The original songs
final concert of the school year “Semblance is about being a re
are full of harmony while Rod
riguez’s vocals lead the melo at Jo e’s Java House in flection of what God is.”
dies. Wyse’s percussion helps
110 Dayton St.
(937)767-9330
give the album solid rhythm.
The band produces a sound—
though not unique—that is com
plete. Rodriguez’s voice bal
ances well with Kleis’ guitar so
los. Wyse’s percussion, Har
Mtn.
rison’s base, and Zaugg’s gui
Road
tar give the album a steady
Bikes
&BMX
rhythmic backbone. Those who
enjoy Rodriguez’s chapel per
formances will enjoy his vocals
on this album.
Semblance has been together
Hours: Tues., Wed., Thurs., Sat.: 10am-6pm; Fri.:10am-6pm
for three years. H arrison,
Sun.: 12pm-4pm Closed Mondays
Rob Moll

Grace Huber
Contributing^ Writer

Dr. Dixon and Professor Scott
Dixon spoke at a leadership con
ference this Wednesday night at
8:30 p.m. in the Jerem iah
Chapel. The conference was for
anyone in a leadership position
this year or plans to be in one
next year.
Jeff Beste, the organizer for
this event, said, “We want to be
sure that students in positions of
leadership for next year are pre
pared now for what to expect in
the fall.”
In addition to the speeches
from the Dixons, there were
three additional meetings at 9:30
p.m. for resident assistants
(RAs), ministry team leaders,
and Getting Started staff. These
meetings were less formal with
Director of Community Minis
tries John Wambold heading up
the ministry team meeting, As
sociate Dean o f Students Jon
Purple leading the meeting for
RAs, and Director of Campus

Activities Richard Walker meet
ing with the Getting Started
staff.
Wambold said that one of the
things he emphasized in his
meeting with the Ministry Team
leaders was the importance of
prayer. He said, “I [shared] with
them briefly a challenge to make
prayer a priority this summer.”
Lawlor RA Joel Taylor looks
forward to being a small group
leader next year and wanted to
gain more information on what
will be involved in that role. He
also said that it helped him last
year because he got to meet both
his RD and the other RAs in
Lawlor.
Junior Christy Abbs, next
year’s SGA secretary, said, “The
leadership [conference gave] us
a chance to get together with
other leaders that we might not
have normally seen.” She also
anticipated the conference be
cause, as she said, “It always
gets you charged up for the po
sition that you will be leading in
for the next year.”

AM ER ICAN BICYCLE

T E C H N O LO G Y *
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CedarMania pulls record crowd o f junior highers
Kimberly Edlund
Staff Writer

C edarville’s fifth annual
CedarMania turned out to be its
largest. Approximately 1,000
junior highers visited the cam
pus this year. Former Bible Pro
fessor Dr. Cheryl Fawcett and
Vice President for Enrollment
Management Dave Ormsbee
started the event, which focuses
solely on junior highers. Start
ing at 8:30 p.m. last Friday and
lasting until Saturday at 6:30
a.m., the event had many activi
ties to keep the students busy
“Setting the Record Straight.”
About 400 Cedarville College
students participated as counse
lors and staff for the event.
Sophomore Aaron Mahl said, “I
have a real burden for junior
high students. I remember what
it’s like being in junior high and
all the struggles that went with
it. I needed something, and it
wasn’t there, so I wanted to help
with this.”

Juniors Pam Bower and Kelly Fisher helped direct Junior High students in various games
and activities. CedarMania attracted a crowd of approximately 1,000. Photo by B. Perkins

The evening began with a
welcome in the Dixon Ministry
Center, where the students re
ceived instructions for the Scav
enger Hunt. Between 9:30 p.m.
and 10:30 p.m ., the junior
highers ran across campus try
ing to figure out the solutions to
clues like, “There is much re
search done in science here”
(ENS). Once they arrived at a

location, they had to answer a
question pertaining to a world
record of some kind. The team
that visited the most locations
and answered the most questions
won the Scavenger Hunt.
Junior Jessica Flynn led the
group who won the Scavenger
Hunt. She said, “[The best part
of the night wasl getting first
place in the Scavenger Hunt.”

-----------
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After the Scavenger Hunt, ev
eryone returned to the DMC for
a time of worship and a chal
lenge from Cedarville alumni
Matt Rexford and former SGA
chaplain Jason Malone. Malone
spoke on Luke 6:46-49, chal
lenging the students in their re
lationships with God. After end
ing his message with an invita
tion, Malone and the other coun
selors watched God moving
many of the students to go for
ward and turn everything over
to God.
For freshman Julia Christner,
this was the best part of the
night. She said, “The praise and
challenge was great. The
speaker was good and into what
he said.”
When the Praise and Chal
lenge was over, bedlam broke
loose.
For the next two hours, groups
were running back and forth be
tween the DMC and the AC,
going from game to game and
stopping only for pizza and re
freshments.

Games included whiffle ball,
dodge ball, and Ping-Pong base
ball.
Next came the Super Sit. For
many of the students, this was
the best time of the night as they
were involved in setting a world
record, which would place them
in the Guinness Book of World
Records. For 15 seconds, the
students sat on each other’s laps,
forming a circle around the gym
and setting the world record.
After this, there were more
rotations of events, including the
Martial Arts Team’s “Choice is
Right” and the Human Pit. These
games kept the students enter
tained and busy as they were be
ginning to get a little tired. For
Mahl, the worst part of the night
was trying to stay awake for the
last hour.
CedarM ania ended with
breakfast, goodbyes, and, of
course, signing everyone else’s
t-shirt. When asked if he would
return as a counselor Mahl said,
“Definitely. Not tomorrow, but
definitely next year.”
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Have a knack for finding Mr. Wrong? Check out
Boundaries In Dating, a brand new book about
how to find the person who’s right for you. Ask
for it at your favorite bookstore today!

Z o n d erv an
Got a dating nightmare o f your own? Tell us about it

—

and read what others have experienced

—

at www.Zondervan.com/Dating
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Olson gets high and plummets from the heavens
Gudrun Olson
Contributing' Editor

Are you looking for a way to
celebrate graduation, or maybe
just the end of another school
year? A thrilling option is closer
than you might think. Skydive
Greene County is just 10 min
utes away.
Last week I decided I had as
many reasons to celebrate as I
probably ever would. I turned 22
two days before, I’d just signed
a job contract, graduation was
only three weeks away, and I
had too many class projects to
think about. I decided skydiving
was a good avoidance tactic.
When I called the day before
to set up my appointment I asked
the guy (Scott Snyder) how
scared I should be. He said,
“Well, ma’am I can’t tell you
how scared you’ll be, but it’s
probably the scariest thing you’ll
ever do in your life.” He was
quick to add that, “You’re more
likely to get hurt or killed driv
ing over here than you are sky
diving.”
After agreeing that I’d arrive
at the Drop Zone at 12:45 p.m.
the next day, I hung up the
phone. I felt like I had to tell
someone. My roommate wasn’t
home, so I decided to call my
parents. (I would not recom
mend parents as a source of en
couragement.) No one was
home, so I left a message on the
answering machine, “Y ou’ll
never guess what I’m going to
do tomorrow...”
About an hour later my phone
rang. My concerned mother was
on the other end, “So how high
are you jumping from? Is there
any kind of insurance?” I tried
to explain that I was jumping
tandem with an instructor, that
this place was one of the oldest
drop zones in the U.S., and that
they had a really good safety
record.
My mom didn’t seem to be
appeased. I reminded her that I
had survived my wisdom teeth
extraction even though Dad told
me I could die from the anesthe
sia. (He wanted me to down
grade to local anesthesia so it
would be cheaper.)
I tried to add to my argument
by telling her I was getting a

video so that they could watch
it. Mom said, “You’d better get
a video so we can see your last
moments.”
The next day I went to my
morning classes with my tennis
shoes shoved in my backpack,
hoping that the wind conditions
were right so that I wouldn’t
have to prolong the apprehen
sion. They told me that the only
special clothing I’d need was a
pair of comfortable shoes, since
I’d be wearing a jumpsuit.
After I sang with Women’s
Choir in chapel, I stopped in the
lounge and called the Drop
Zone. “ I t’s a perfect day,”
Emory “Smitty” Smith said.
“C’mon out!”
I still had one class left, so I
drove over to ENS so that I
could leave right away and be
on time.
Murphy’s Law proved true—
I got a ticket the one day I parked
illegally. I didn’t let it inhibit my
excitement though.
After one more class, I finally
arrived at the Drop Zone. I
walked across the rocky parking
lot in my heels, approached the
long building, and poked my
head in the screen door, “Hi. I’m
Gudrun.”
The guy gave me the once
over from behind the window—
black vest, long black skirt. He
shook his head, “Ma’am there’s
no way I can take you up there
like that.”

“But,” I said, “I brought my
tennis shoes. They told me I’d
be wearing a jumpsuit.”
“Well, okay,” he said. “If
you’re comfortable with that.
You’ll have to go down there in
the bathroom and change.” That
was fine with me. I’d gotten this
far. I w asn’t going back to
Cedarville until I’d jumped.
“Okay, first you’ll have to
watch a video and do some pa
perwork,” he said. So, I sat down
and watched a guy with a beard
about as long as Methuselah’s
tell me how I was trusting in an
imperfect plane and imperfect
people to get me through the
high risk o f skydiving. The
video ended with lots of shots
of smiling skydivers. Then I had
to read through a legal document
and sign my initials about 40
times to say that upon injury,
maiming, or death my family or
I would not sue Skydive Greene
County or any of its suppliers.
The whole time I was hoping my
mom would never see the docu
ment.
Throughout the paperwork
process a Swedish girl named
Jessica reassured me in her lilt
ing accent that I’d be fine. I
didn’t realize it, but she was go
ing to be my pilot.
With the signing-m y-lifeaway process behind me, they
introduced me to Brian “Tree
Boy” Marzluf, my tandem in
structor. After I got into the

jumpsuit he adjusted my harness
for me and then gave me some
brief instructions about what we
were going to be doing once we
reached 10,000 feet. Basically,
squat in front of the doorway,
cross my arms across my chest,
turn my head to the right, and
when we were out of the plane,
arch. “It’s no big deal,” he said.
While we were waiting on the
porch for everything to get
ready, Snyder the photographer
zoomed his orange video helmet
in my face and asked me if I had
any bank numbers or padlock
combinations I wanted to tell
them about.
The circa 1947 BEECH-18
plane pulled around and it was
time to climb in. I sat in front of
Tree Boy on the side of the plane
nearest the door and three other
guys along for their skydiving
fix straddled long foam benches
to our left. The oval cavity of the
plane made me feel like I was in
the belly of a whale. Snyder sat
in front of us with his camera
pointed out the door getting
video footage.
We kept track of the altimeter
all the way up. Not too long af
ter take-off they pointed out
Cedarville to me. As we reached
8,000 feet and circled back to the
Drop Zone, Tree Boy snapped
all of our fasteners together and
then I had to “pull with both
hands” on this seat belt type
thing around my waist. They

checked the altimeter and then
we edged up to the doorway.
I felt the cold wind rushing in Ev
my face as I glanced down be Ceda
low. Soon I heard the squat, chap<
cross your arms, turn your head thoug
commands, and before I knew it group
we were somersaulting out of of th
the plane. I felt the tap on my stand
shoulder to stick my arms out. vidua
Afterwards I figured out that a The 1
drogue (long cord) went out to three
add wind resistance and keep becte
our tandem from going 200 mph. tvay.
So, for about 40 seconds we free Earl ]
fell at about 120 mph. Smitty For
and the other guys came up ftred h
alongside us and waved. Snyder •ban.
was in front of us getting it all World
to bea
on film.
I felt another tap on my shoul four-e
der to cross my arms again. Then ortre
the parachute was out and I felt chine
a jerk as we went from face first >ombs
to feet first. When the canopy ^uired
was up we could talk normally >ilot, i
again. Tree Boy gave me some *0 fly.
straps to hold onto and explained "tunic;
the steering procedures so I ™d n:
could help him. “Pull right to go
right, left to go left, and straight ^its tc
down past your hips to flair.” We empei
practiced our flair for landing pgree
once and then relaxed and en- [ As a
l°ted tl
joyed the rest of the descent.
As we came closer to the °ute b
ground I could read the Urope
“Skydive Hard” that Snyder had te crei
mowed into the grass of the " the
Drop Zone. Tree Boy maneu ^eir ta
vered the parachute around for air,
a good landing position. As we 'burs’
came in I noticed what looked 'Vole a
like a hawk to me down to our “You
left gliding on the air currents. '®t you
Tree Boy said, “Now you know :*id.
Jjhite a
why the birds sing.”
Then the green o f the grass en of]

in 2
and “Skydive Hard” loomed
wer
closer and closer. Tree Boy said,
gui
“Not yet, not yet, not
yet...flair!” I listened for the *y wa
landing command—stand, run, ^oke.
or slide. “Slide.” I stuck my feet bne a
out in front of me and then the V e v
^ rou
parachute was billowing around
Vlille
us and the other guys were giv
btied c
ing us high fives.
"Und 1
Tree Boy said, “I pity you
bnded
right now. You actually have to ^ ^
i
-1SI
put that [pointing at the sky] into
'o a st
words.
.000
So if you need some help to
get through finals, call (937) K °
e ten
372-0700. They’ll hook you up-
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s Twentieth-century veterans recount war stories
Karen Belding’

over. “I was fortunate to have decided he was indebted to a
instruments, because I couldn’t higher power than Lady Luck.
see anything,” Miller said. They “My favorite verse is Hebrews
Every M emorial
Day, flew back to England at 200 feet 1:14, where it says, ‘Are not all
Cedarville College has a special to escape notice.
angels ministering spirits sent to
One of Miller’s most arduous serve those who will inherit sal
chapel to honor veterans. Al
though we recognize them as a raids lasted 12 hours. During vation?’ I wasn’t saved back
group, it can be easy to lose sight that raid, half of the 8th Air then, but the good Lord knew I
of the fact that each veteran Force bombed a factory in was going to be. I give him all
standing on stage is an indi Regensberg, Germany, that was the credit,” Miller said. “I be
vidual with an individual story. building fighter planes. Half of lieve everyone has so many days
The following article profiles the German Air Force was based to live, that God numbers our
three veterans who are con near that area. “Consequently, days. My days weren’t num
nected to Cedarville in some our losses were heavy,” Miller bered yet.”
tvay.
said. “You could see bombers
Years later, Miller and his
Earl Miller
and fighters being shot down all wife met a man who had grown
For years, Earl Miller consid over the sky.”
up in occupied Holland during
ered himself an extremely lucky
Miller then flew to North Af the war. “He told us that every
han. As a B-17 pilot during rica and stayed there for a week. time they looked up and saw
^Vorld War II, he always seemed “We slept under our airplane at American planes, they wanted to
to beat the odds. He piloted a night and ate K-rations,” he said. wave flags,” Georgianna Miller
oul- four-engined B-17, or “Flying “Then we loaded our plane with said. “So many years later,
hen Fortress,” that carried 13 ma gas and bombs by hand and people still talk about it. That
felt chine guns and 2,000 pounds of bombed Bordeaux, France, on makes you feel like it was worth
first bombs. The massive plane re
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°py quired six gunners, a pilot, C o 
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those rats were big. I tried it,”
LeBlanc said. “It tasted like
rat—not chicken.”
The week that the Tet Offen
sive began, LeBlanc and several
others were staying in a hooch
(small building) with a bunker
outside it. However, they got
orders to move to the south part
of the base where there was a
new building that offered better
protection. “Only problem was,
nobody wanted to go there be
cause the south part of the base
was getting all the incoming I
said, ‘Lord, why would you
want to move me into harm’s
way?’ But I talked to the other
guys and told them, ‘You know,
I’ve got a real peace about be
ing moved.’ So we moved. And
that night, our hooch took a di
rect hit,” LeBlanc said.
Eventually, the Viet Cong
overran half the base. “A lot of
guys were killed,” LeBlanc said.
“My wife didn’t know what was
going on. All she knew was that
our base had been overrun. It
was weeks before I could let
them know I was okay.” The
Americans wound up keeping
the base, and LeBlanc wound up
with a Bronze Star for valor.
While World War II veterans
enjoyed the support and backing
of Americans back home, Viet
nam veterans did not. Returning
vets faced hostile fellow Ameri
cans who taunted them as “baby
killers.” The lack of support was
hard on service members who
believed they were just doing
their duty. “That was probably
the hardest thing,” LeBlanc said.
“You wouldn’t wear your uni
form because people would be
gin harassing you.”
During his time there,
LeBlanc was able to lead three
o f his colleagues to Christ.
“They weren’t ‘foxhole conver
sions,’ either—they dramatically
changed their way of life,” he
said. “That alone would make it
worthwhile.” LeBlanc credits
Vietnam with giving him more
direction and focus in civilian
life: “I was much more focused,
a much stronger Christian when
I came back.”
Clifford Johnson
During Clifford Johnson’s se
nior year of high school, the
Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor.
“It gave us an opportunity to
demonstrate patriotism and loy

11

alty to one’s country,” he said.
“I remember thinking that the
Japanese had made a tragic mis
take.” He graduated from high
school in May of 1942 and en
listed. “I thought the Air Force,
or Army Air Corps as it was
known then, would be a good
place to serve,” he said. “I liked
the sound of the words, ‘Army
Air Corps.’”
•
Johnson was sent to camp in
Feb. of 1943. “I enjoyed [learn
ing to fly] tremendously,” he
said.
After completing four phases
of training, Johnson chose the
type of plane he wanted to fly.
“I chose the fighter,” he said. “It
was a Black Widow P-61, or
‘Night Fighter.’ I liked the ex
citement, the maneuverability. It
was like continuously being in
a hot rod. You could perform
lots of maneuvers, like flying
upside down. I enjoyed it.”
He was sent to the Philippines
where he flew about 20 patrol
missions. The war was drawing
to a close by the time he began
flying, and the skies were rela
tively quiet. “I didn’t mind that
I never had to meet an enemy
plane in the air,” he said. “We
patrolled the skies the same way
a cop walks a beat.” Each patrol
lasted about five hours and pri
marily took place at night. “I
enjoyed it from the beginning,
although there were some sad
times. I wound up being a ca
pable pilot,” Johnson said. “I had
few dangerous experiences. But
you didn’t want to have those
unless it was necessary.”
After the war ended, Johnson
returned to Washington State.
“It was great to go home,” he
said. “I’d only been home a
week in three and a half years.”
He finished college and married
a woman he met at a summer
Bible camp. They had two chil
dren, and Johnson embarked on
a career as an educator. He has
served at Cedarville for 38 years,
and is currently Assistant to the
President. “The Lord has had his
hand on my life all the way,” he
said.
He has not flown a plane since
1946. “I really had too many
other hobbies—and flying is a
very expensive hobby. If you do
it, you can’t do anything else.
But I still think about it to this
day.
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MUSIC REVIEW
Common Children - Delicate Fade

There are musical artists who seek merely to enter
tain us, those who combine entertainment with a cer
tain level of musical artistry, and those who take their
role more seriously and wish to impose a social agenda
on their audience. Soaring on the higher musical ech
elons are those who attempt to subtly inspire listeners
through beauty or truth.
And then there is Common Children, a band that
seems to exist outside the realm of labels and catego
ries, a musical unit whose very essence dictates that it
not be simplified by calling them “a cross between Nir
vana and The Choir.”
In 1997, Common Children released Delicate Fade,
a masterpiece of an album that the renowned Steve
Hindalong produced, who has worked with betterknown Christian alt-rock groups such as The Choir, Hoi
Polloi, and The Prayer Chain and yet calls Common
Children “the best band I’ve ever worked with.”
With the amount of raw emotion expressed in Byrd’s
songs, it’s no wonder that Common Children has never
fit comfortably into the Christian music industry. The
rawness of Delicate Fade emerges more often in the
form of sadness than rage, giving the record a fragile
sense of beauty and wistfulness. That a band as capable
of pulsating rock intensity as Common Children is
would record an album full of melancholy gentleness is
a tribute both to their depth and their artistic courage.
“Stains of Time” is the opening song of Delicate Fade,
and perhaps the most poignant, beautiful song Com
mon Children has ever recorded. The sad ambiance of
a cello leads peacefully into Byrd’s distinctive melan
choly guitar style, a sound that instantly creates a mood
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of reminiscence and tender mourning. The song reveals
Byrd’s poetic sensitivity, which allows him to express
spiritual truths with striking, concise images.
For instance, “When the sunshine bums the darkness,
remove the veil that lingers on your face / The stains of
time still mark us, standing in the aftermath of grace.”
Later in the song, he pleads, “Will you show us all your
glory to soothe and to erase the stains of time?”
Byrd’s themes are often hard to pinpoint, but never
vague. Rather than directly outlining a concept, he in
stead paints dramatic word pictures that suggest spiri
tual and emotional motifs.
Musically, Common Children claims to have been in
fluenced by Pink Floyd, which is evident in the epic,
atmospheric tone of the songs. Common Children can
inhabit a landscape of your mind so completely that the
music often subconsciously attaches itself to thoughts
and memories you may have experienced while listen
ing to it. Because of this phenomenon, Delicate Fade
can take on a personal significance that makes it more
of a friend than a mere CD.
Throughout the first half of the album, songs of
screaming fury (“Indiscreet,” “Bum,” “Pulse”) are in
terspersed among the more radio-accessible melodies
of “Eyes of God,” “So Dream,” and the title track.
However, this never results in awkward transitions be
tween songs, perhaps due to the fact that the spiritual
journey portrayed in the scope of the whole album is so
authentic. Byrd tracks the whole of the human struggle,
from anger to brokenness to reflection to a partial
glimpse of truth, and then back through the vicious cycle
once again.

Halfway through the album is “Reprise,” a gorgeous
interlude which encapsulates the mood of Delicate Fade
and features the ethereal vocal flair of Christine Glass.
“Stains of Time” and “Whisper” also feature Glass,
whose vocal pairing with Marc Byrd is a match made
in heaven.
The last four songs of the album feature an interest
ing water motif, noticeable simply by looking at their
titles: “Strange Rain,” “Drift,” “Blue Raft,” and “Storm
Boy.” In this stage of Delicate Fade's musical odys
sey, Byrd gradually descends further and further into
the abyss of introspection, culminating in the painful
loneliness of “Storm Boy,” a song about all of us who
have ever felt like we are “stumbling through the back
roads of our lives.”
Marc Byrd employs the metaphor of a “broken smile”
throughout the album as an image of conflicting peace
and pain, and he attributes it to both humanity and de
ity. Despite the predominantly melancholy nature of
Delicate Fade, it affirms quite a bit of truth, such as the
loving gaze of the Father (“Eyes of God”), the validity
of the resurrection (“Blue Raft”), and the forgiveness
of God (“Stains of Time”).
Even without Byrd’s lyrical prowess, however, Com
mon Children would remain an ideal example of musi
cal artistry which delves into the depths of the soul and
emerges with fragments of beauty.
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the gym, then it was this, then it there, and I fell asleep during
that. Alford was, how do I say
was this...”
But, to some of us, it has been it, sub-par.
But somehow that all
something that can only be de
changed.
It wasn’t just a build
scribed as home. It’s not just a
ing
anymore.
I spent so much
place where we go to class, it’s
time
there
it
was
like a second
a place where w e’ve made
dorm.
friends, and above all enter
Still, it wasn’t always easy to
tained people.
come
in and have things go
Although I have only been at
smoothly.
Working in a place
Cedarville for two years, I have
like
Alford
makes one become,
spent all of that time, with the
well,
creative.
During my very
exception of one quarter, some
Dan Miner

first faculty preview, during
Little Women, I was waiting
back stage to go on when I heard
a very loud crack on stage. Matt
Hermiz, who played Mr. March
in the production, had sat on the
couch and the bottom of it had
just given out. The problem was
that opening night was just a few
weeks away. We had to use fold
ing chairs on stage for two
weeks until it was fixed.
Lighting has also been a fun
exercise in Alford. With no cat
walk, all the lights have to be
changed with a ladder that is
older than the building itself.
During one of the earliest pro
ductions here, Mrs. Baker told a
story of how during intermis
sion, she had someone stay up
there and move a light by hand
from one place to another so that
they could finish the show.
During the ABP banquet last
year, a light just fell out of the
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Petersen wins Female Athlete of the Year Award
Rachel Mitchell
Contributing’ Writer

■r
Cedarville’s softball team got
off to a fresh start this season
with a new coach and eight new
players, including junior trans
fer Megan Petersen. As the sea
son progressed, she became the
team’s ace pitcher and contrib
uted to the team’s offense with
her batting skills, earning
Cedarville’s Female Athlete of
the Year Award.
Petersen’s batting average was
.421 with 30 runs and 17 RBIs.
Her earned run average was .77,
and she posted a record of 20-7.
She pitched five shutouts this
season while her opponents’ bat
ting average was just .189.
Petersen transferred this year
from the University o f Iowa
where she played NCAA soft
ball for two years. Iowa re
cruited her from a summer soft
ball league she played in the
summer after her senior year in
high school. U of I had a nation
ally ranked softball program and
often ranked in the top 25. Peter-sen and her teammates faced
tough competition with teams in
the NCAA and Big Ten.
She transferred from Iowa to
Cedarville because the Lord be
gan leading her in that direction.
After being in a secular univer
sity, she desired to be in a Chris
tian College.
“The emphasis placed on soft
ball caused a lot of pressure,”

IM S*

Junior Megan Petersen transferee! from University of Iowa to help the Lady Jackets
softball team by accruing a personal record o f 20-7. P hoto by B. P erkin s

Petersen said. “There was a lot
of external pressure on us to per
form and that became our em
phasis.” As a result, Petersen
said she began to lose sight of
the fun aspect of softball. The
over-em phasis on softball
caused her to misplace her pri
orities and that dissatisfied her.
That is when God began work
ing and gave her the opportunity
to come to Cedarville. “Being
here at Cedarville is wonderful.

I can still play college-level soft
ball and be able to have fun with

it, but here I can grow spiritually,
which is what I desire,” Petersen
said.
Petersen hails from Northridge, CA, which is a suburb of
Los Angeles. She was
homeschooled until eighth grade
when she enrolled at Los Ange
les Baptist Christian School.
She played soccer and softball
during her high school years. She
began playing softball when her
younger brother began to play
baseball. “I went to their games
and I thought that it looked like
fun, so I began playing softball,”
she said. Her dad also played
softball and encouraged her as
she started playing on an orga
nized team in high school.
Petersen credits him with being
the biggest influence on her in
softball. She said, “He was al
ways there to encourage or chal
lenge me. He wasn’t pushy and
didn’t make me do it, but he
would help in any way he could.”
When she joined the team at
LA Baptist, she was the only
pitcher on the team and had to

start every game. That was a
blessing in disguise because it
forced Petersen to improve her
skills. Her dad helped her by
catching for her as she practiced
every day. “My family has been
so supportive and has helped me
so much. At least one parent, if
not both, was at every game I
played in high school no matter
what sport it was,” she said.
Playing softball has taught
Petersen many things that she
can apply to life. “I have really
learned the importance of hard
work and dedication and how
valuable teamwork is. I realized
I need to give 100% in every
thing I do,” she said. Petersen
appreciates the opportunity soft
ball has given her to build rela
tionships and work with other
people.
She loves the pride and excite
ment that comes with school
spirit. “Cedarville has been
great. I have really had fun and
enjoyed it because we have kept
our priorities in place,” Petersen
said.

B P ’s station

Late Night Snacktime?!
Hungry? Need a little time to

and f'elax before studying fo r that
, but £xam? Good food, friendly se r
and,
vice, good friends, and delicious
ng is homemade ice cream. Taste a
it is real BarnBuster sandwich with
id of
°Ur delicious onion rings. O r try a Philly Beef
r has Hoagy with an order of fries. How about one of
id all °Ur famous Turkey Bacon Clubs with Tater Babies?
Dgue.
Are you hungry yet?
beet1

>be ^
1life'
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“Yo queiro Ranchero - Flamero.”
1 mi.north of Yellow Springs on Rte 68. 937-325-0629
www.youngsdairy.com
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Men’s tennis finishes
second at Nationals

Sports Scoreboard
Baseball

Date

Opponent

5/2
5/3
5/6
5/11
5/12
5/12

WITTENBERG
at Point Park
ASBURY
Indiana Wesleyan #
at Spring Arbor #
Indiana Wesleyan #

Results
WON 11-10
Lost/Lost 0-11,3-10
WON/Lost 9-2, 2-10
WON 14-13
Lost 1-4
Lost 3-7

# N C C A A M id w e s t R e g io n a l; S p r i n g A r b o r , M I

Softball
Date

Opponent
Shawnee State #
at Walsh #
Tiffin #
College o f West Virginia #
Ohio Dominican #

5/4
5/4
5/4
5/5
5/5

# N A IA

Results

WON 3-2
Lost 4-5
WON 3-2
WON 5-0
Lost 1-2

Senior James Metsger helped the men’s tennis team achieve the runner-up position in
the NCCAA Nationals. The men finished with a 14-5 record. Photo by B. Perkins

Lori Bung-er

R e g io n I X T o u r n a m e n t; N o r th C a n to n , O H

Contributing Writer

Men’s Tennis
Date

Opponent

5/2
5/4
5/10
5/10
5/11

FINDLAY
at Ohio Wesleyan
Kentucky Christian #
Greenville #
Bethel #
#N C C A A

Results
WON 7-2
WON 5-2
WON 5-4
WON 5-4
Lost 3-6

N a tio n a l In v ita tio n a l; S to n e M o u n ta in , G A

Women’s Tennis
Date

Opponent
FINDLAY
Malone #
Walsh #

5/2
5/12
5/13
# N A IA

Results
WON 9-0
WON 6-3
WON 6-3

R e g io n I X T o u r n a m e n t; C a n to n , O h io

Track & Field
Date

Opponent

5/4-5
5/4-5

NCCAA Nationals (Men)
NCCAA Nationals (Women)

Results

5th o f 15
2nd o f 14

Golf
Date

5/4-5

Opponent
American Mideast Conference
(Apple Valley Golf Course)

Results

6th of 7

The NCCAA Christian Nation
als were held in Atlanta, GA,
where the m en’s tennis team
ended their season with a respect
able second-place finish. The
Jackets rallied two victories in the
opening matches of the invita
tional against Greenville and
K entucky C hristian, which
placed them in the championship
match against Bethel. Although
they lost to Bethel, the Jackets
came away second in the nation
including several individual hon
ors.
Senior Eric McVey led the
team in the number one singles
spot. McVey finished his
Cedarville career at 35-32. An
NCCAA All-American, McVey
walks away with his head held
high. He said, “Overall I am very
pleased with my career. I finished
the season by getting voted to the
NCCAA All-American team and
that was definitely a nice ‘cap
per’ on my career.”
Junior Jason Hall also received
honors at the invitational. Hall
played number four singles for
the Jackets this season. In the first
match at Nationals, Cedarville
and Kentucky Christian were tied
4-4 as Hall was down 5-2 to his
opponent. Hall came back to win,
giving the Jackets the tiebreaker
that took them one step closer to
the championship round. Hall
was named to the NCCAA All
American team.

Freshman doubles players
Daniel Dehaan and Victor Puhy
devastated opponents at the tour
nament. The two rookies fin
ished their season at 20-3 at the
number three doubles spot. At
Nationals, Dehaan and Puhy
took first place at number three
doubles and were named to the
NCCAA All-American team.
McVey noticed the potential
of his other teammates and the
contribution that they would
make to the team’s success. He
said, “We relied heavily on
Aaron Franke (number 3), Jason
Hall (number 4), James Metsger
(number five), and Dan Dehaan
(number 6) and our number three
doubles team (Dehaan and Vic
tor Puhy) this year. We had a lot
of newcomers that really added
a lot of depth to the team, and
that was our strong point.”
Sophomore John Baily and
freshman Aaron Franke ended
their number two doubles sea
son at 14-5.
The duo finished an impres
sive second place at the National
tournament in the number two
doubles category.
While falling short of a na
tional victory, the men’s tennis
team had an excellent year and
still finished strong. Senior
McVey said, “I have really en
joyed playing with this team for
three years now, not only be
cause we have done reasonably
well, but because the guys on the
team have been great. I’ve made
some really good friends be
cause of tennis.”
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Track qualifiers fly to N ationals in Vancouver
Joe Blakey
Staff Writer
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While most Cedarville sports
have called it a season, the men’s
and women’s track teams are
still going strong as they gear up
for one final race, the NAIA
National meet, next weekend.
Thirteen Cedarville athletes
have qualified for this meet, and
Head Coach Paul Orchard ex
pects good things from all quali
fiers.
“I would expect that everyone
would do well,” Orchard said.
“We are performing well right
now. Our training is going well,
and we are excited about hav
ing good races and perfo r
mances.”
Two weeks ago, the teams
participated in the NCCAA
Cham pionships, with the
women placing second and a
less-than-healthy men’s team
taking fifth place.
For the women, junior Jenni
fer Heidenreich won the triple
and qualified for the NAIA. She
was second in the 400 meter
hurdles, third in the pole vault
with a school record 9-feet 14inch mark, and was part of the
third-place 4 x 100 and 4 x 400
meter relay teams. Senior Sandy
Swales won the hammer with a

Sophomore Kate Beatty qualified for Nationals in the high jump. Photo by B. Perkins

meet record of 149-9, and fresh
man Sharon Wright set a new
school record in the 200 meter
dash in 25.67 seconds, she met
the NAIA provisional standard
and placed sixth. Freshman Erin
Nehus was second in the 3,000
meters.
“I am pleased with the
women’s second-place finish.
We have some very talented
women, but I didn’t think we

had enough depth going into the
meet to be second,” Orchard
said. “All the women rose to the
occasion and really came
through.”
The m en’s team also per
formed well. Due to some illness
and injury, however, the team
could do no better than fifth
place at the meet. Junior Cliff
Reynolds received the Wheeler
Award at the NCCAA, which

recognizes him as the NCCAA’s
Male Outstanding Performer of
the Year. He won the 400-meter
dash and was second in the 400meter hurdles. Reynolds also ran
the lead leg o f the winning
4x400 meter relay team which
included senior Nate Jenkins,
freshman Drew Nelson, and jun
ior Eddie Nehus.
“Cliff Reynolds’ performance
in the 400 meters stuck out be
cause it was such a close race,
and he was able to pull it out for
the win,” Orchard said.
Senior Shawn Graves won the
hammer throw, Nehus won the
800 meters, and sophomore
Andy Paugh was second in the
high jump. Sophomore Mike
Marsh was third in the decath
lon with a school record 6,163
points that qualified him for the
NAIA Nationals.
With the NCCAA meet be
hind them, the 13 NAIA quali
fiers from Cedarville can focus
on their perform ances in
Vancouver at the NAIA cham
pionships next Thursday
through Saturday.
Competing in the NAIA meet
for the men will be Eddie Nehus
in the 800 meters, Reynolds in
the 400 hurdles, and Paugh in
the high jump. Junior Steve
Wakefield will participate in the
5,000, Graves in the hammer

throw, and Marsh in the decath
lon.
On the women’s side, sopho
more Kate Beatty qualified for
the high jum p and the 100
hurdles, senior Jodi Quint will
compete in the javelin event, and
senior Sandy Swales will per
form the hammer throw. Senior
Kelly Reitz will run the mara
thon and freshman Katie
Rulapaugh the 3,000 meter race
walk. Heidenreich will perform
the triple jump and the 400 meter
hurdles, while Erin Nehus will
compete in the 3,000 meter run.
Both the men’s and women’s
teams have had very successful
years. The teams have impressed
Coach Orchard with their abil
ity and dedication. “We had a
total o f seven new school
records, and we have probably
a record number of qualifiers for
the NAIA championships,” Or
chard said. “Up front we are
strong in many events, but we
need to continue to build depth
in each event.”
Orchard also said he is look
ing forward to next year since
he believes some of the incom
ing freshmen will fill the depth
the team will need. Expect the
women to be a strong team next
year. The men will also improve
with newcomers filling in some
gaps in a few events.

Women’s tennis extends season with Regional win
Lori Bung'er
Contributing’ Writer

The Cedarville Women’s ten
and nis team is finishing their win
ded ning season even stronger than
sea- expected. The Lady Jackets are
12-5 and 5-1 in the AMC, but
res- the victory that extended their
>nal already successful season was
two against rival Walsh University at
the NAIA Regional Tourna
nament.
anis
The Lady Jackets won the
and
NAIA Region IX Championship
liof With a 6-3 win over Walsh to
en- earn their first trip to the national
1 for
tournam ent in seven years.
beCedarville ended a six-match
ably losing streak to the Cavaliers.
ithe
They swept the doubles and re
lade
ceived singles victories from
besophomore Amy Gregory, se
nior Elizabeth Wolfe, and fresh
man Amy Reed.

Senior Casey Ruffin leads the
Lady Jackets. Ruffin holds a
num ber one singles career
record of 37-20. A member of
the men’s tennis team at her
former high school, Ruffin has
learned about the game from a
variety of sources, especially her
father. She said, “I learned ev
erything I know about tennis
from my dad who has coached
me and guided me through my
tennis career. I would never have
gotten this far without him.”
Ruffin believes that depth has
added to the team’s successful
season. “I think our team has a
really good chance to win this
year because we have a lot of
depth. We have some strong
freshmen that have filled in
around the four of us (me, Gin
ger Butler, Beth Wolfe, and
Amy Gregory) that played in the
top six last year. Three of us
have had at least three years ex

perience on top of that,” she
said.
Along with Ruffin, senior
Ginger Butler has contributed
greatly to the team’s success.
Butler tallies an impressive 42
8 career record at number two
singles. Earlier in the year, But
ler was ineligible, which forced
the team to step up and play
without her. But a senior’s ex
perience is hard to replace. But
ler was able to join the team in
the middle of the season and
contributed greatly.
Butler said, “One of the excit
ing parts of this year is to see
how veterans and rookies have
come together to put together a
truly solid team. Tennis is
unique because it is both an in
dividual and team sport. This
year I have learned so much
about the team aspect of tennis.
Even though each member must
go out and perform on her own,

the discipline and encourage
ment during practice go a long
way in making each other suc
cessful.”
Other main contributors in
clude Wolfe and Gregory. Wolfe
maintains a 41-12 record as she
ties up her career. She said, “I
think the uncertainty at the be
ginning of the season brought us
together closer as a team. We
had to fight to win without Gin
ger, but at the same time be
ready to change if we found out
that she could play. It was tough
mentally, but everyone was in
the same situation, so we could
grow closer together and work
together as a team.”
Gregory anticipated a N a
tional berth the entire season.
She said, “Regionals is some
thing that really shows the
strength of a team. Even though
each player plays her own
match, the final score is the com

bination of all the individual
scores. Last year we came in sec
ond—losing by only two points.
With that close loss last year, I
think it only made our team
stronger. In fact, a lot of the vet
erans including myself believed
this is the year we would ad
vance to nationals.”
Although the season entailed
confusion over eligibility, the
team came together and was suc
cessful despite events earlier in
the year.
With Butler joining the team,
the Lady Jackets have become
even stronger, proving to be no
match for Walsh at the Regional
competition. Gregory said, “We
did so well this season—-Nation
als is the perfect ending for our
season.”
The men’s tennis team also
finished with a winning record.
The Jackets were 14-5 and 3-1
in the AMC.

sidewalk talk

photos by Brandon Perkins

What is the best thing that you have learned
at Cedarville College?

“That every aspect of one’s life is a part o f ministry.”
Senior Bible major Brian Rosseau

“I’ve learned that consistency in my prayer life is important, and that my actions
should support what I say.”
Senior Nursing major Jana Glesner

“That stolen parking lot signs make the best snow sleds.”
Senior American Studies Bethany Withers

Advanced tactics of how to cut lines in Chuck’s.”
Senior Bible Comprehesive major
Josh Sherwood

“Just being good with a camera does not get you
many dates.”
Senior Mechanical Engineering major
Brandon Perkins

“That God knows what he is doing, and that his timing is perfect.'
Senior Elementary Education major Pam Hills

